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Cover letter post doc example
Often in business, we are required to include a cover letter that will accompany a larger report that might be sent by mail, special delivery or even email. A formal cover letter has a very specific purpose and should be written in such a way that it introduces and describes the contents, reiterate the salient
theme of the report, as well as indicate next steps or actions to be taken. Use company letterhead stationary to compose a report’s cover letter in deference to the importance of the document it accompanies. Even if using email stationary, treat it as a paper cover letter by including an image of the
company logo on the email page. Include the day’s date as well as the address information including first and last name, title, business name, street and city address, zip code. Use the salutation “Dear” followed by a formal greeting such as the abbreviations Mr., Mrs., or Ms., if the individual is a stranger
or “Dear” with the first and/or last name of the addressee if the individual is known. State the purpose of the letter in the letter body using the words such as “This letter provides the (name of report) for your review or comment (or whatever the desired action). Use this opportunity to briefly summarize what
the report is about. Try to sum up the purpose of the report as succinctly as possible – in one or two sentences maximum. Note the conclusion of the report here while not giving away the essence of the report findings. You want the reader to read the actual report and not just the cover letter. The cover
letter should whet the reader’s appetite for what will be found in the final report. Have a formal conclusion or next steps section where you state what the desired actions are from the addressee. Do you want them to pass the document on or, sign off on the document or coordinate a larger meeting to
present the findings? Be very specific about next steps as well as the day and date if time sensitive action is required. End the cover letter with a formal sign off such as Cordially, Very truly, or Best regards. Include the name and title of the letter’s author. List the names of other individuals who will receive
the report and cover letter in a cc list. When applying for a position as an R.N. (registered nurse), you should always include a cover letter aimed at getting you considered for the position over any of the other qualified applicants looking for the same job. The perfect cover letter doesn't need to be
extensive, but it does need to highlight your skills and qualities in such a way that a potential employer is convinced you're the right choice for the job. Use standard one-inch margins and an easily readable font such as Times New Roman or Courier set to 12 points. At the top of the letter, center your
name, address, phone number and email address. Drop down four lines and left-justify the recipient's information, including name of the facility you're applying to and the name of the actual recipient of your cover letter. If you don't have an actual name, call the facility and get one. Be specific who you
address your letter to. The first sentence of the cover letter should state who you are and your credentials in the nursing field. The second sentence should state directly what position you are applying for. Be sure to identify the position as precisely as possible. If, for instance, you saw an advertisement in
a paper, write, "My name is (first and last name) and I am a registered nurse. I would like to apply for the recently advertised R.N. position at (name of facility)." This information will encompass the first paragraph of your cover letter. Sell yourself with your credentials. State that you feel your past
experience as an R.N. qualifies you for the position being advertised. Indicate some of your primary educational background, keeping in mind that all of it will be covered in depth in your application. The key here is to show you have the required education. This section of the letter will encompass two or
three paragraphs, beginning with your educational pursuits and followed by the application of your education (brief summary of the work you've done in the field). In closing, state that you would like to schedule an appointment to meet regarding the position and to discuss the possibility of your getting the
job. Thank the recipient of the letter for taking the time to consider you for the position and state that you look forward to the meeting. Let’s face it: A job search is, typically, anything but fun. It’s almost as if it carries its own five stages of grief. At first, there’s denial of its demoralizing nature. Then comes
the anger over either radio silence or rejection from prospective employers. Of course, there’s bargaining -- “I promise to never complain about work again, if I can find a new job!” That’s often followed by depression and the idea that one is simply just unhireable. Then, there’s acceptance: “This is awful,
but I have to keep trying, anyway.” But we have good news. It is possible to have a little fun with your job search -- and maybe even make yourself a better candidate in the process. The magic, it turns out, could be in your cover letter. It may be true that only 35% of recruiters admit that cover letters do
not materially influence the hiring process for them, but that doesn't mean yours has to contribute to that statistic. In fact, it might be that cover letters are deemed insignificant because so few of them stand out. Here's an opportunity for you to exercise your creativity at the earliest stage of the recruitment
process. Personalization, after all, goes beyond replacing the title and company name in each letter you send to recruiters. What does that look like in practice, and how can you make your cover letter stand out? We found six examples from job seekers who decided to do things a bit differently. Note:
Some of these cover letters contain real company names and NSFW language that we've covered up. Best Cover Letter Examples Featured Resource: 5 Free Cover Letter Templates Download our collection of 5 professional cover letter templates to help you summarize your professional journey and
land your dream job – whether it's at your first or fifth company. 1. The Cover Letter That Explains 'Why,' Not Just 'How' We’ve already covered the importance of addressing how you’ll best execute a certain role in your cover letter. But there’s another question you might want to answer: Why the heck do
you want to work here? The Muse, a career guidance site, says that it’s often best to lead with the why -- especially if it makes a good story. We advise against blathering on and on, but a brief tale that illuminates your desire to work for that particular employer can really make you stand out. Source: The
Muse Here’s another instance of the power of personalization. The author of this cover letter clearly has a passion for this prospective employer -- the Chicago Cubs -- and if she’s lying about it, well, that probably would eventually be revealed in an interview. Make sure your story is nonfiction, and
relatable according to each job. While we love a good tale of childhood baseball games, an introduction like this one probably wouldn’t be fitting in a cover letter for, say, a software company. But a story of how the hours you spent playing with DOS games as a kid led to your passion for coding? Sure,
we’d find that fitting. If you’re really passionate about a particular job opening, think about where that deep interest is rooted. Then, tell your hiring manager about it in a few sentences. 2. The 'We're Meant for Each Other' Cover Letter This cover letter example is a special one because it was submitted to
us here at HubSpot. What does the letter do well? It makes a connection with us before we've even met the letter's author. "Content Marketing Certified" indicates the applicant has taken the content marketing certification course in our HubSpot Academy (you can take the same course here). Our
"records" indicate he/she did indeed give an interview with us before -- and was a HubSpot customer. The cover letter sang references to a relationship we didn't even know we had with the candidate. The letter ends with a charming pitch for why, despite him/her not getting hired previously, our interests
complement each other this time around. (Yes, the applicant was hired). 3. The Cover Letter with H.E.A.R.T. HubSpot has a lot of H.E.A.R.T. -- Humble, Empathetic, Adaptable, Remarkable, Transparent. Our Culture Code is the foundation of the company's culture, the driving force behind our mission to
help millions grow better, and serves as the scaffolding for our hiring practices. Recruiters at HubSpot look for applicants that demonstrate how they embody the Culture Code and job description, paying extra attention to cover letters that are super custom to HubSpot. In another HubSpot submission, a
HubSpot applicant writes about how she found out about HubSpot, why she likes the company, and how her professional experience aligns with H.E.A.R.T. HubSpot's recruiting team was impressed with her dedication to the company and how she went beyond what was asked for by link her portfolio in
her closing paragraph. Short Cover Letter Examples 4. The Short-and-Sweet Cover Letter In 2009, David Silverman penned an article for Harvard Business Review titled, “The Best Cover Letter I Ever Received.” That letter contained three complete sentences, as follows: Source: Harvard Business
Review One might argue that this particular letter is less than outstanding. It’s brief, to say the least, and the author doesn’t go into a ton of detail about what makes him or her qualified for the job in question. But that’s what Silverman likes about it -- the fact that the applicant only included the pieces of
information that would matter the most to the recipient. “The writer of this letter took the time to think through what would be relevant to me,” writes Silverman. “Instead of scattering lots of facts in hopes that one was relevant, the candidate offered up an opinion as to which experiences I should focus on.”
When you apply for a job, start by determining two things: Who might oversee the role -- that’s often included in the description, under “reports to.” Address your letter to that individual. Figure out what problems this role is meant to solve for that person. Then, concisely phrase in your cover letter how and
why your experience can and will resolve those problems. The key here is research -- by looking into who you’ll be reporting to and learning more about that person’s leadership style, you’ll be better prepared to tailor your cover letter to focus on how you provide solutions for her. 5. The Short Story
Basha Coleman began her cover letter with a short story. The goal of this short story is two-fold: Detail the experience she already has with the organization. Stand out to the hiring team. You'll notice that her short story follows a typical narrative arc: It has a conflict/obstacle, a turning point, and a positive
outcome, all created with a goal to emphasize a theme or point. In this case, Coleman is emphasizing her existing affinity with the brand and her triumphs within the program so that she can continue on her career path. 6. The Bare Bones Cover Letter In today's job market, cover letters aren't always
necessary. Even though many recruiters won't ask for or even read them, cover letters can still be effective and convey personality to a reader. Writing a strong cover letter can help you better convey your interest in the position and company. This template from The Balance Careers puts together the
essential components of a short cover letter: excitement about the position, your qualifications, and a call-to-action for the recruiter to follow up with you. Combining these central aspects in a well-written, compelling narrative will go a long way in convincing readers to hire you. Source: The Balance
Careers 7. The Breezy Follow-Up In this cover letter, Amanda Edens is following the instructions the hiring manager gave by forwarding an email with resume and writing samples attached. Edens knows that the body of the email is prime real estate to get the hiring manager's attention, but she also
doesn't want to overwhelm the recipient with too much information since a cover letter was not requested. This short cover letter is the result. You'll notice that she uses casual and breezy language to convey personality and enthusiasm, and she keeps her paragraphs succinct. Not only does Amanda
provide links to relevant writing samples that are live on the web, but she also closes with a strong final paragraph that: Summarizes the expertise she has relevant to the posting Emphasizes that she doesn't want to simply get a job but rather help the organization accomplish their goals Creative Cover
Letter Examples 8. The Brutally Honest Cover Letter Then, there are the occasions when your future boss might appreciate honesty -- in its purest form. Livestream CEO Jesse Hertzberg, by his own admission, is one of those people, which might be why he called this example “the best cover letter”
(which he received while he was with Squarespace): Source: Title Needed As Hertzberg says in the blog post elaborating on this excerpt -- it’s not appropriate for every job or company. But if you happen to be sure that the corporate culture of this prospective employer gets a kick out of a complete lack of
filter, then there’s a chance that the hiring manager might appreciate your candor. “Remember that I'm reading these all day long,” Hertzberg writes. “You need to quickly convince me I should keep reading. You need to stand out.” 9. The Straw (Wo)man Cover Letter When I was in the throes of my own
job search and reached one of the later stages, a friend said to me, “For the next job you apply for, you should just submit a picture of yourself a stick figure that somehow represents you working there.” Et voilà: I never did end up working for the recipient of this particular piece of art, but it did result in an
interview. Again, be careful where you send a cover letter like this one -- if it doesn’t match the company’s culture, it might be interpreted as you not taking the opportunity seriously. Be sure to pair it with a little bit of explanatory text, too. For example, when I submitted this picture-as-a-cover letter, I also
wrote, “Perhaps I took the ‘sense of humor’ alluded to in your job description a bit too seriously.” 10. The Overconfident Cover Letter I’ll admit that I considered leaving out this example. It’s rife with profanity, vanity, and arrogance. But maybe, in some settings, that’s the right way to do a cover letter. A few
years ago, Huffington Post published this note as an example of how to “get noticed” and “get hired for your dream job”: Source: Huffington Post Here’s the thing: if the Aviary cited in this letter is the same Aviary I researched upon discovering it, then, well, I’m not sure this tone was the best approach. I
read the company’s blog and looked at the careers site, and neither one indicates that the culture encourages this -- or lowercasing proper nouns like "Google," for which I personally cannot forgive the applicant... However, Aviary was acquired by Adobe in 2014, and this letter was written in 2011. So
while it’s possible that the brand was a bit more relaxed at that time, we wouldn’t suggest submitting a letter with that tone to the company today. That’s not to say it would go unappreciated elsewhere -- Doug Kessler frequently discusses the marketers and brands that value colorful language, for
example. The point is, this example further illustrates the importance of research. Make sure you understand the culture of the company to which you’re applying before you send a completely unfiltered cover letter -- if you don’t, there’s a good chance it’ll completely miss the mark. 11. The Interactive
Cover Letter When designer Rachel McBee applied for a job with the Denver Broncos, she didn’t just write a personalized cover letter -- she designed an entire digital, interactive microsite: Source: Rachel McBee This cover letter -- if you can even call it that -- checks off all of the boxes we’ve discussed
here in a remarkable way. It concisely addresses and organizes what many hiring managers hope to see in any cover letter: how her skills lend themselves to the role, why she wants the job, and how to contact her. She even includes a “traditional” body of text at the bottom, with a form that allows the
reader to easily get in touch with her. Take Cover We’d like to add another stage to the job search: experimentation. In today’s competitive landscape, it’s so easy to feel defeated, less-than-good-enough, or like giving up your job search. But don’t let the process become so monotonous. Have fun
discovering the qualitative data we’ve discussed here -- then, have even more by getting creative with your cover letter composition. We certainly can’t guarantee that every prospective employer will respond positively -- or at all -- to even the most unique, compelling cover letter. But the one that’s right for
you will. That’s why it’s important not to copy these examples. That defeats the purpose of personalization. So get creative. And, by the way -- we’re hiring. Editor's note: This post was originally published in October 2020 and has been updated for comprehensiveness. Originally published Feb 2, 2021
7:00:00 AM, updated April 14 2021
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